
 

New bandicoot species among museum
treasures
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"Museum collections have so many hidden specimens that people don't really
know are there." Credit: Queensland Museum

Many people visit the WA Museum to see displays without being aware
of its vast research collection that can help us to understand and conserve
endangered species.

However a paleontologist turned evolutionary biologist is showing how
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museums play a vital role in preserving biodiversity by identifying a new
bandicoot species.

The northern long-nosed bandicoot (Perameles pallescens) was uncovered
by Western Australian Museum Mammals Curator Dr Kenny
Travouillon, after studying the fossil records and bandicoot skull
collections around Australia.

The species is not extinct, but lives in Queensland, near Cairns and
further north on Cape York Peninsula.

As it was previously thought to be the same species as the long-nosed
bandicoot (Perameles nasuta) occurring from MacKay down to Victoria,
Dr Travouillon says most past ecological studies focussed on NSW and
Victoria.

"In Queensland it's listed as being of least concern so it hasn't been a
priority," he says.

"Now they are different species it would be worth looking into the
northern one and seeing how it's doing."

The impact of increased agriculture in Queensland is unknown and may
make the matter more urgent.

Telling one bandicoot from another

Dr Travouillon identified the new species after carefully measuring
about 100 specimens' teeth, skulls and skins, in the Museum of Victoria
and the British, Queensland, Western Australian, South Australian and
Australian Museums.

Having a much larger sample to study gave him an advantage over earlier
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researchers who tended to base their conclusions on single museum
collections.

"Now we can tell if these are things that are statistically different from
another," he said.

"That helps a lot working out the features that are related to species
rather than just random variation."

Dr Travouillon also drew on knowledge of the way bandicoot skulls and
teeth evolved over time from his earlier fossil studies.

He says the teeth show the northern long-nosed bandicoot has similar
insect-eating habits to Shark Bay's western barred bandicoot (Perameles
bougainville) and the now extinct desert bandicoot (Perameles eremiana).

However the southern long-nosed bandicoot has evolved omnivorous
feeding habits and eats more plants.

The future of museum collections

Dr Travouillon, who is mammals curator at the WA Museum, says
funding for research collections is limited and mammals curators are a
"dying breed".

"There are none at the Australian museum (Sydney), Queensland
Museum and the Northern Territory Museum," he said.

"Museum collections have so many hidden specimens that people don't
really know are there and they are turning out really exciting things all
the time.

"Not enough people are actually looking at the museum collections."
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  More information: KENNY J. TRAVOUILLON. 

Investigating dental variation in Perameles nasuta Geoffroy, 1804,
with morphological evidence to raise P. nasuta pallescens Thomas,
1923 to species rank

, Zootaxa (2016). DOI: 10.11646/zootaxa.4114.4.1

This article first appeared on ScienceNetwork Western Australia a
science news website based at Scitech.
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